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Even in a day of television and air travel,

the northwest--northern California, Idaho, Ore-
gon, Washington, even if Alaska were not to be
included -is one of the most remote parts of the
country. The mountains, the ocean, the distances,
the time zones, and a resentment against further

in-migration place it beyond the touch and ken
of most Americans.

But it is not beyond the touch of the econ-
omic, social, and political problems of the rest
of the'states. And the schools are not greatly
different from many we found in Texas and Ohio.

----.

Our observer, Wayne Welch, spent most of the
tall term of 1976 in a high school he called
Hardy High. He reported that the major forces
pressing for change at Hardy were: (1) declin-
ing enrollments; (2) rising costs but failures
at the polls of special levies; (3) desegrega-
tion,legislation; (4) accountability pressures;
(5) concern about children learning the basic
skills; and (6) changing student attitudes. We
were intrigued y his development of these forces
against a background of subsystem enclaves. He
found highly bounded administrative and teaching
subsystems, both characterized by geniality and
respect foi the other--but both appearing to
strive for minimum interconnection.

Some of the details of these things are not
common to what we found across the country--for
exar4le, the absence of local funding for the
schools unless the levies passed. But the gen-
eral circumstances will recognizable to Pied;
mOne and Prairie reader . The constraints of
teacher-strikes and bus-schedules, the football
hyperbole, and the social etiquette of the
lunchroom are almost universals--played out 'again
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2n this far corner to frame the science teaching
Iand learning in`Hardy M14h and n configuration

of feedeschools.

Wayne.Welch is an expert in those forms of
student testing and attitude measurement that'
relate to the science curriculum. On numerous
occasions he has, been an adviserto and a re-
seaicher for the National Science,Foundation.
We were pleAsed to find an observer to bring
that special perspective to the scene. Perhaps
more than any other of our obser7rs, he has
watched the success of efforts to reform, the
precollege science cUrrIcUlum, and their lack
of success. He knOws the array of alternatives--
pedagogical and substantie--that are potentially
available to the American scienc'e teacher. His
report should be read with a sensitivity to
these opportunitiesr -and the obstacles and costs.
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PTHE MATERIAL IN THIS REPORT IS FIASED UPON WORK SUPPORTED BY THE NA,
TIONALSCIENcT F'DUNDATIO,N LND1 C 767 134. ANY OPINIONS,
FINDINGS, cf)NC, USIONS . :OA"; inNS EX1-14ESSED IN THIS PUB-

.. LICATION ARE iHOSE OZ- THL 1 U HOR(.3) Al 1) DO NOT NECESSARILY, REFLECT
THE VIEWS OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION."
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BACKGROUND

To many, the image of a large city high school is a three-story, dirty brick building
erected about the turn of the century. The playgrounds are paved with asphalt, and guard-
ed by six feet of chain link fence. Occasionally, classroom bulletin boards display a
splash of, color, but for most the dreary picture of schools painted by The Blackboard Jungle
and Up the Down Staircase covers the canvas of our minds.

I

Such an image was in my mind prior to a recent study of science' education conducted in
a school located in a large metropolitan area. But was this an accurate image? What does
an American school in 1976 look like to an outside observer? What issues and problems oc-
cupy the minds and hearts of students, teachers, and parents? And can these concerns be
recognized in an eight-week study? These, and other questions, are the focus of this report.

The specific purpose of the study was toportray as clearly as possible what is cur-
t, rently happening in science in a typical secondary school cluster. (A cluster is a senior

high school together with its junior high school, and feeder elementary schools.) The
methodology used is called case or field study research. This.type of research is an in-
tensive study of the background, current status, and environmental interactions of a given
social unit: an individual, group, institution, or community (Issac 1971). Case studies
are in-depth investigations designed to yield a complete and organized picture of the unit
under study. Understanding is sought through observations, interviews, archival searches,
and discussions. The observer becomes thechief research instrument for gathering informa-
tion.

The target unit of the present study is the science education program of a sOomll in a
large (great,,r than 250,000 population) U.S. city. We will call the city UrbanVille and
use fictitious names for schools and faculty. The school was thought to be somewhat inno-
vative, but with no special national reput'ation. The sociQ-economic status df the community
was judged high prior to the'start of the study.

The initial Contact with the Urbanville Public Schools was made by the project head-
quarters at the University of Illinois. (They outlined the purposes of the study and ex-
plained that an observer wanted to spend several weeks in one of their schools observing the
sciences mathematics, and social science programs.

400-

'In thjs paper,,science is meant to include mathematics, natural science and
'social science.
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Approval for such an undertaking was obtained at the district level following the sub-
,

mission of "three typed copies of the followings a) request to conduct research form, b)
ail questilnnaires, tests, forms and Lommunications that will be given to participants, and
c) synopsis of the proposed study (if appropriate)." The Research Office responsible for
processing he appliation was must cooperative and approval was obtained on September 15,
1976. However, the approval by the district did not insure cooperation of the target school,
as each principal is free to uecide whether or not to participate in studies of this kind.
While permission for the stud. was being sought, Urbanville Ltzachers voted to go on strike
Iwo days prior to the opening of school, the iirst teachers' strike in the school's history.'
The main issues centered on a fair layoff and recall policy, an end to mass RIFi.ng (reduc-
tion in Force), some program restorations, fair transfer procedures, an acceptable staff
evaluation process and a union demand for an agency shop. Two years of severe budget cuts
and deOining school enrollment had created a situation where all teachers with less than
eight years seniority had been fired on April 15. Although some were eventually hired back
on one -year contracts by late summer, the uncertainty of the job situation created grave
concern among the teachers.

On September 13, four. days after the strike began, the schools were closed due to low
attendance and the potential loss of several.million dollars .1.11 state aid,-while negotiations
stalled. Eventually, compromise and the intervention of high,state officials ended the ten-
day strike. The teachers generally achieved their demands aniftchool started again on
September 22, apnroximatel two weeks latL. The teachers achieved a consistent lay-off and
hire policy, and a clost2d agent.' shop for the teachers' association was approved.

While the strike was in progress, some background information on the district was2b7
tained in the Research Office and from the science supervisor in ,the pity. Finally, ea y
in October, the first contact with the target school was made. (In this report, the schOol
is called Thomas Hardy Senior High School.)

'-r-
On October 4, I made my first contact with Mr. Don ncKay, the principal of Hardy High

School. A brief conversation on the telephone led Co a 10:30 a.m. appointment on the
following day. As I drove to the northern part of lirbanville oil Tuesday morning, I felt
some concern about my reception. Suppose he refused to participate? What effect had the
strike had on the atmosphere of the school? It had been thirteen years since I last taught
high school and I wondered how things had changed.

As I turned right on Evergreen Street and started down the hill, I noticed a sprawling
yellow brick building outlined with white trim. A red, white, and blue Patriot (the school
mascot?) painted on a single chimney stood guard over the school. A modern two story build-
ing, about a dozen years old, was nestled in a large grass-covered valley. A raft of tennis
courts was flanked by football and baseball fields, and several adultsowere jogging on a
path that circled the gridiron. Several temporary .buildings, painted a dull or#nge, were
behind the §chool, and a large parking lot was filled with brightly colored cars. The whole
setting was surrounded by an amphitheatre of green pine trees, yellow maple leafs, and
manicured lawns leading from the street to single dwelling homes. For a moment, I thought
I had escaped the city boundary and had mistakenly arrived at one of the surrounding suburbs.
But no, the silver block letters to the right of the white-pillared entrance clearly spelled
out: HARDY HIGH SCHOOL, 1963.

As I pulled into one of four parking spaces marked vt.s4.vR, I thought bow far wrong
my expectations for the appearance of the school had been. I locked my car doors and went
through the main entrance. The halls were filled with student , talking and walking, and I
was struck by how similar the picture was to the Milwaukee subu ban school I left in 1963.

entered a door marked OFFICE and introduced myself. They were expecting me.

Mrs. Steel, the principal's secretary, ushered me into a large, neat office. Mr. McKay,
the principal, rose to shake hands and motioned me to sit at a table surrounded by four pink

1
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molded chair. W6 exchanged pleasantries .about the weather and my newness to the area, and
I proceeded to tell him about my mission. Fc the first thirty minutes he listened careful-
ly, occasionally' interrupting kith a question. I was somewhat uneasy because I sensed he
was skeptical of the idea. However, the uniqueness of the study, the opportunity to provide
information to federal decision makers and the fact that his school was one of only ten in
the country selected for this study seemed to 'capture his enthusiasm. By the end of the next
hour he had told me all about his school, sowed me about the building, and arranged for me
to meet with the department chairmen in math, science and sAial studies. Furthermore, he
had given me a room for an office, assigned a mailbox and provided unlimited access to the
coffee machine. I had crossed that initial barrier and seemed welcome in the school.

Once the support of Mr. McKay was obtained, the other pieces seemed to fall in pl4ce
quite easily. The department chairmen made it possible ti meet the department faculties. '
The junior high principal, Mr. Arkin, learned of my presence at Hardy, and was very recep-
tive when I finally contacted him. And all four of the elementary principals I visited were
very helpful making arrangements fur my visits to their buildings. The cooperation and
assistance of a key person, in this case Mr. McKay, the principal, seems a critical factor
in studies of this sort.

Because qualitative research, in gentral, and case studies,'in particular, have not
been used a great deal, in science education research and evaluation, some attention is
directed toward the process in this report. It may be that the hindsight of experience will
provide some guidance for future studies of this type and help the reader to better judge
the validity of the conclusions. A summary of the methodology as it was carried out is
found in the appendix.

THE CURRENT PICTURE

'Hardy Senior High

Situated in a city with a dozen high schools, eighteen junior high schools, and nearly
a hundred elementary schools, Hardy has a number of educational strengths Its building is
one of the newest in the city, and the area it serves contains many of the ingredients
which are supportive of education. It ranks first in the ity in percentage of homeowners
(74%) and young adults (ages 25-44), and ranks second in tAwvercent of parents who are high,
school (75%) or college (20%) graduates. An indication of interest in education is found in
the fact that approximately 55% of the graduates eventually go on to college and eight or ten
national merit finalists are common among the senior class.

Nearly 1600 students and fifty-seven teachers seem to live day by day in relative har-
mony and one gets the immediate impression of an active and friendly environment. Amid the
poster - cohered walls urging students to vote for this class president or to join that society
are found mementos of successes in arenas outside the classroom. The girls' softball team
(coached by the psychology teacher_) is undefeated, the cross country teams (boys and girls)
were first and second in the state meet, and the football team boasts a 7-1 record and in-
cludes a high school All A4erican player. One senses a feeling of pride and accomplishment ..

among the students.
t

?

The teachers are generally very experienCed (most are over thirty-five) and seem com-
petent in their respective subject areas. They are casual in dress and, with few exceptions,
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friendly and warm people. The reprimands heard through the open door of the 'pritici-
pal's 's officet the frown on the face of the dean of students, and conversati8n in the smoky
faculty lounge hint at an occasional problem not witnessed by the casual observer.

Science

The natural science program at Hardy is strong. It is paced by an active biology pro-
gram'team-taught by three full-time and one part-time teacher. Currently472 students (93%
of sophomore enrollment)2 are enrolled in a laboratory course led by the departmetit chair-
man. The classrooms are filled with science artifacts (birds, weather maps, rocks, speci-
mens, snakes, etc.) and ,the spirit of the'-'group can be portrayed by two epfsodes: an open
session with students one day after school to discuss the implication on science of the
presidential electibn,"and a' week-end assault on the walls separating the three:biology
rooms resulting in open"portals that central administration had stalled oh for nearly two
years.

Probably 80;: 0! the class time is spent by students working og experiments; and three
'different tracks (developed locally) are provided, depending on student abilirty. The course
is patterned after college science courses and seems difficult for many.of the students.
However, teacher enthusiasm and interest seem to rub off on students and they ,ate the
course very'good. Marine biology, human physiolosy, mushrOoms, and wildflowers are other
courses offered as part of this strong program. Exactly which courses will be offered a
given semester depends a great deal upon student interest. A college style registration
procedure is used and if a given course doesn't "fill" (i.e., be selected by more than
twenty-five students) then it May not be offered'. Conversely, sections are added if stu-
dent interest is high.

.

During the semester following the site visit,7the life science enrollment was as fol-
lows:

Biology II 250
Molecular Biology 29

Marine Biology 53

Wild Flowers /Edibles 34

Human Physiology ' 53

Apparently some of those students in the first semester of biology opt for more specialized
courses the second semester.

4

The first year of chemistry is currently taken by 146 students (27/ of junior enroll-
ment) and is taught as a laboratory science. The'five sections of chemiQtry are handled by
the physics teacher and a chemistry teacher who also twaches biology. The CHEM study texts
are used and the course is viewed by students and teachers as primarily a college-prep course.
A third semester of general chemistry and a semester of organic chemistry are offered if e-
nough students register for these courses.

*O.

2

This figure is obtained by dividing the total biology enrollment by the number, of
sophomores. However, some juniors and seniors take biology ancrsome sophomores take other
sciences.

ti
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Ph,-.1cs may be taken in either the junioi or,seniot year and currently sixty-eight stu-
dents (13' o senior enrollrent)'arekenrolled. %beat half the group Are girls, which is
pkr,el-ed tr. students and teacArs to be the result of changing female roles. Counselors,,
parents, and friends are rtlaxing their Attitude thAt advanced ,c_ience is only for males.
the i e has some laboratory components, but in t.neral is taught more like a math class;
Lhat is, explain concepts, assign problemsor'recc problems, discuss difficulties. This
rouNine is interrupted occasionally exa,ls or experiments,. but the "doing of problems"
dominates over, the "doing of science" found in tie-other elastics. The class is clearly for
the academically elite and the teacher sees no need to try to increase enrollments. At one
time the FSSC acid the ECCF courses were used, but this year the Holt-Rinehart-Winston book,
ModernPlivsics._is being tried and will probabl. 'v become the district-Wide text for next
year. ,

The rest of the ,scienu,,,program includes a semester of geology and a science, seminar.
The geology situation portrays quite well.spme of'the current problems in the school. Be-
cause-of staff cutbacks, the assistant principal was teaching one sec ion of geology this.
fall. Afte'r two weeks of.,school, a displaced junior high teacher wasOtsigned by the dis-
trict office to teac146ma.th and science. lie took over the geology class along with several
math classes and the assis.tant returned to full-time administration. The new teacher was
encountering some difficulties in the cla. because students weritirritated by the changes.
In.fact, in one class, there were four differentsteachers during the first month of school,.

. s An adjunct tcrtAe science am is a popular horticulture pPeiram offered in the in-
dustrial tarts department. In a t mporAry building and. greenhouse located about two blocks
from the main building, '113 students were enrolled in environmental horticulture. T'he

course meets the state requirements for a laboratory science and while it is considered'a
strong progrtm by the science teachers, there 4eems to be very little interaction between
it and the rest of the Science program. It has grown through the ef s of an active
teacher whose academic home is industrial arts.

4

The science program is strong aad suriving, but it,is.being subjected to many chal-
lenges transfer teachers,'declinfhg budgets-Tor texts and equipment, and competition from
the "basics." It may be'seriously affected if subjected to many more proble4.

'Mathematics .

so ,

% _

Mathematics at Hardy High School is traditional in'ettomponents,%equence, and tjxt
books. I`ts five full-time teachers are experienced (average age is over forty) and appear_

.

to be competent in their mathematics training. The staff also includes fpiir part-time
teachers who are shared with other departments:, science, physics education.and language
arts. Thes teachers are younger, yet wit14. one exception were tho ht to be qualtied in

... .. ethe subject.''

.J

1.1ital'

_
One year of math in grades ninetwelve is requited for graduation. A three-year col- ,

lege-prep sequence that follows ninth-grade algebra is offered. In addition, there isan:
accelerated or honors track, and two options for non-college bound students: basic math,
and a two-year algebra sequence. Current sequences and enrollment's are shown in Table.I.

0
6
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TABLE I

HARDY H.S. MATH PROGRAM
(Fall 1976)

Grade College Prep Advanced Other

10(522) Geor:(245) Geom (Honors) (29) Algebra I (99) Basic Math 44)

11(542) Alg-Trig(121) Adv Math(32) Algebra IIA(5O)Basic Math (39)

12(506) Math Anal(29) Calculus(28) Basic Math (66)

) Enrollments are shown in parentheses

There are thirteen classes with 395 students in the regular college sequence. One class a;
each grade level is in an honors sequence. The eight class of basic math are part of a
"minimum competency" program recently inaugurated, at Hardy. All students must pass (get
70%) a basic skills exam prior to graduation (although the rule has yet to be enforced).
In addition, this Minimum Competency Test is a prerequisite for,the two-year introductory
algebra sequence.

,Conventional textbooks with 1960s copyrights are used 0 most classes1 Textbooks by
Dolciani had been most often selected. -In all math claOses I visited, the sequence of
activities was the same. First, answers were given for the previous day's assignment. The
more difficult problems were worked by the teacher or a student at the chalkboard. A brief
explanation, sometimes none at all, was given of the new material, and problems were assign-
ed for the next day. The remainder of the class was devoted to working on the homework
while the teacher moved about the room answering questions. The most noticeable thing
about math classes was the repetition of this routine. Although it seemed boring to me,
students and teachers seemed comfortable with it. Apparently it fulfills student expec-
tations and provides the students opportunity for closure.

Social Stliies

.\
`Although NSF and university professors may think in terms of social science, the pro-

gram at Hardy is better described as social studies. It enrolls nearly 1100 students hand-
led by a faculty of nine teachers (teaching load is five periods during a six - period day).
Five are full-time in the department while the other four are shared with music or foreign
language.

The variability-in experiende, style, and quality seems greater among these teachers
than im science and math. Thp department contains two teachers considered the best in the
school by many students, and also two of the poorest. Classes I observed varied consider-
abl...4s well; in one instance, I witnessed An exciting small group discussion in the learn-
_Let center on conflict/resolution; while in a U.S. History Class I saw an Encyclopedia
Britannica film on the Virginia Constitution which was deemed so -important that no mention
was made at all of the previous day's presidential election. The teacher As rigid lesson
Plan and his failpfe to relate to students resulted in a missed opportunity to make history
"came /

The giaduation requirements in social studies are greater than the one year required in
science ind math. Sophomores must take a semester of world history and.juniors need a year

101. Li
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of U.S. history. A semester of the state history is required, but it may be taken in junior
high school. Until this year, a course in "Problems of Society" was required at the twelfth
grade. This requirement was dropf# by the state but, is still offered as an elective. Of-
ferings anti enrollments are shown in Table II.

10

TABLE II
HARDY H. SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAM

(Fall 1976)

Grade

11 12

COURSES
OFFERED World Hist(9)* U.S.Hist(18) Contemporary Societz(2)

State Hist(1)

Psychology(3)

Anthropology(2)
Economics(1)

*Numbers in ( ) are the number- of sections. Each section is about 30 students.

Electives in the Far East, the Soviet Union, and one called "War and Peace" are avail-
able during the spring semester. The number of sections.offered, if any, depends upon
student requests. And student requests seem to depend a great deal on peer and sibling ad-
vice. J/

0
Jefferson Junior High'School

Located across the street from the high school in a two-story brick building erected
about 1953 is the week-day home of 1360 seventh-, eighth-, and ninth-grade students. Fifty-
four teachers, three administrators, three counselors, s nurse, five secretaries, seven
custodians, nine lunchroom staff, and a human relations associate are charged with preparing
students to make the move across Evergreen Street to Hardy a relatively easy journey.

The building is'older, seems mote dreary than tghigh school, and the p;dshing and shout-
ing in the halls creates a much different atmosphere. Classroom behaviqr is good, however,
and the staff generally appear capable, although more uncertain of their ability than Hale
teachers. (Perhaps this mirrors the anxiety of their twelve- through fourteen-year old stu-
dents.) Like their Hardy counterparts, they aire experienced teachers (most in their.thirties
and forties) and seem competent in their subjeEt. Nearly all are teaching in subjects in
which they have majored. The school is very similar to the high school. The philosophy,
curriculum, 'daily schedule, organization, even the lunch room program are patterned after the
big brother across the street.

or

Science

The science program at Jefferson has several strong teachers, but has been cut back in
recent years as more and more electives are sacrificed for required courses. An active fac-
ulty of four provides the required semester of biological science in seventh grtde a,1
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physical science in eighth. An elective class of oceanography and one of
---

earth science are
all cliat are taken in the ninth. grade. the science is strongly lab oriented (although less
so inleighth grade), and two of the teachers run several science field trips-a year--some
of two Weeks duration. the textbooks are convet;Tibnal, but the courses contain many teachqr-
developed diversions from the priDted pages

,f

Mathematics

A full year of mathematics is required for seventh and eighth graders, and nearly all

ninth graders (987;) elect a full year of math. The ninth-grade class for the average or
above average student is algebra. Those students in the accelerated program of seventh and
eighth grades take an accelerated algebra course. (Approximately half of these opt for the
honors geometry course in tenth grade.) A general mathcourse-is available to ninth graders,
apparently for the below-average student, wtiich satisfies the ninth-through-twelfth-grade
math requirement or is preparatiop for the two-year algebra sequence.

Again, as in the high school, the math program is characterized by its conventional
textbooks and its routine of correcting papers, explaining difficulties, and assigning more
problems. Enrollment in mathematics is high, and the district priority on mimimum competency
in reading, language arts, and math should keep it that way.

Social Studies

More social studies courses are required at Jefferson than science courses (five seme-
sters compared to two in science). State history and U.S. history are required in the

° seventh grade. A semester of world geography is mandated for eighth-grade and, students
choose an elective for the other half year. About fifty eighth-graders choose civics and
urbaripstudies; but typing, piano and health education are strong competition for a second
semester of social studies. In the ninth grade, a year of world history isIeziired of all
students.

Eight full-time teachers comprise the social studies department,. They have an average
of nine years experience. Here, as at Hardy, considerable variation was noted among the
classes in content, style, and However, description and recall are far more pre-
valent in class discussions than inquiry or analysis.

Elementary Schools

A typical elementary school in the Hardy cluster of the city of Urbanville contains
about 300 students (K-6) and fourteen teachers, including a librarian. Those schools en-
rolling fewer than 300 pupils arc assigned a half-time librarian. The principal serves a
unique role of boss, shepherd, counselor, and manager all rolled into one. He/she is usual-
ly the major factor in the school's operation, as teachers seem more deferent to the prin-
cipal thanin the junior or senior schools.

The physical appearance and the emotional climate vary from school to school, with
some being open, bright, and cheery, and others being closed, guarded and dreary. To some
extent this mirrors the personality of the principal, but it is difficult to assign a cause-
and-effect result. Children at this age are delightful,and it isnLt long before a smile
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crosses face as you watch their unboundedenthusia and curiosity. Sometimes this
.-riergy competes against the rules and order desired by the teachers.

Elemenlary teachers seemed happier in their job than did their secondary counterparts.
There were more smiles and fewer complaints in the teachers' lounge. The battle lines be-
tween students and teachers are not so clearly drawn and learning seems more of a joy than
a conflict.-

Reading and language arts dominate the curriculum, even at the upper levels. Mathe-
matics is a distant second but it is considerably ahead of anything else. Principals rank
the relative emphasis at the elementary level this way:

1. Reading
2. Mathematics,
3. Social studies
4# Physical education
5. Health/science
6. Mus4 .

7. Art

A reported schedule of a sixth grade teacher also illustrates the situation.

9:00 - 10:00 LAhguage arts
10:00 - 10:10 Recess
10:10 - 11:00 Math
11:00 - 11:40 Social studies
11:40 - 12:30 Lunch-recess
12:30 - 12:45 Spelling

- 1:20 Language arts or math again, depending on
0-- 1:30 Recess problems

1:30 - 2:30 P.E., science, art, music, health

or,

This schedule, or one like it, is typical of all the elementary schools. Science
competes with art, music, health (sometimes considered science by teachers), P.E., and what-
ever else may impinge on the end of a school day, e.gt, parent conferences scheduled for
two weeks. And science is losing the battle. It receives very little attention.

The curriculum guide for the strict, which is seldom used by teachers, recommends
about ninety minutes a.day.for language arts (including reading), about forty minutes per
day for math, and thirty each for science and social studies. Other subjects are recommended

4 lesser amounts. Greater influences on teacher decisions are principal pressure, or encourage-
ment, and current district priorities. The latter currently are on such things as minimum

_

__ competencies in reading and math, desegregation, accountability, and public relations in the
community. Science and social studies are being largely ignored.

Probably" the most important observation for the purposes of this study at the elemen-
tary level is the small amount. of science that is being taught. Only an occasional teacher
or principal who is interested in the area generates interest that may spread throughout the-
building. Otherwise, one is most likely not to see any science at the elementary level.

Social studies is given more attention, but even this is diminishing as the move for
competency (with its increased time requirements) 'and other demands grow. Teachers:seem to
be willing to teach social studies more than science, but less and less time is available.

4
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Mathematics occupies a valued position in our schools these days. This is somewhat
surprising, given that most student:,' find, it boring. However, parents boards, and teache
see it as an important skill, anddrill un long division appears with greater f- requency in
th'e classroom. The "new" math is now old,:and -- with cries of "Johnny can't add:" -- as
rapidly disappearing from the curriculuiu

So too in science one must look hard to find a SCIS lesson or an ES'S unit. USMES

t
M,innemast, and MACOS are foreign words to most teacher . Tiaditional text series occupy
the shelves. 'Techers who trio{ some of the newer cur icula have changed back. Except for
the impact it produced on the commerLial texts, the NSF curriculum development venture In
Urbanville is a thing of the past.

,

SOME LENGTHENING SHADOWS

Although Thomas Hardy High School is making ood contributions to the education of the
students of north Utbanville, the system has undergone severe pressures the past half dozen
years that present a real threat to the school. Major socioeconomic forces have iMmediatlk
effects. For example, the loss of a special bond issue redacts the number of elvt}'ve
courses. The system can accommodate a numbdr of shocks, but sooner or later it begins to're-
act, sometimes violent1,57, sometimes more subtly. And although the educational institution
in this country is extremel} resilient, it can be hurt by severe and persistent forces. The
major forces, the3,,L immediate impact, atd some growing reactions as I see them, are outlined
in Table III (sees 5-11).

A strong impact on this district has come from the decline in numbers of school age
children. From a high of 1116,000 pupils an 1970, the enrollment has dropped to 60,000 in
1976: Decreasing birth rates, outward migration of younger families and, to a lesser extent,
transfers to private schools have all p a role: Enrollment figures for the past twelve
years at Hardy tell the story.

YEAR PUPILS

1964 1875

1965 2002
1966 1984
1967 '2132

1968 2150
1969 2221
1970 2142
1971 2112
1972 2053
1973 1939

1974 1833
1975 1688
1976 1576,

TEACHERS

81

83

88

94

95

96

92.5
90.5

83.5
80

71.2

72.2

57

situation is the same in the feeder schools. From the High water mark of 1.969,-70, there
as been a 30% drop in number of students and a reduction of 43% in tne number of teachers.

Co'upled with this decline has been the difficulty in passing the yearly bond issue re-
quired to raise the per-pupil expenditUres above the state-provided minimum of $725. The
special levy failed in 1974-75 for the first time, causing much belt tightening; and the
budget of the current year is far below what th'e teachers and admidistrators believe is need-
ed. But a public offered an opportunity to vote against rising.taxes41 an infl4tionary



MAJOR
FORCES

TABLE III

FACTORS AFFECTING THOMAS HARDY HIGH SCHOOL

I. Declining enrollments

-2. Inflation/failure of
special levies

3. Desegregation laWs

4. Accountability movement

5. Concern about basic skills

6. Changing student attitudes

1a

v

SHORT TERM
IMPACT

a. Teacher firings.

4-,

b. Reduction of support services ,

c. Aging texts & teachers

d. Less equipment/supplies

e. More classroom space

f. Fewer electives'

g. Minimum competency programs

h. Less flexibility
c.

i. Greater demands on teachers /9.
administrators.

j. M6re red tape

k.. Public relations sensitivity,

I. Teacher transfers

m. Special skill development programs

n. Racial problems

o. Fewer discipline problems

p. Increased student interest in school

SOME REACTIONS

A. Increasing
teachermili-

° iqncy, strike,
growth of union

B. Less satisfac-
tion with
teaching

C. Separation of
institutional, e

managerial, and
technical systems
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period becbmes a fOrce.to be reckoned with. More often than not, the final school'budget'
is not determined,until late summer;. ,At.present, allteachats with less than4eight years
seniority have been fired and have,.lost their seniority. Many have been hired back in
August for one year, but the fear and Uncertainty for the future year are great. Ope teach-
er told me she has'been Tired and re-hired seven years in a row. Because there are?few new
teachers being hired, the,avecage age of the remaining teachers is increasing.

District budgets for the past three years have been $116 million, $110 million, and
$108 million. The drop in purchasing power is even greater, of course. In add ion to
teacher RIFing, there haye been cuts in support services (e.g., curriculum speci ts,

librarians, demonstration classrooms) and less money folaboratory equipmedt and sy ies
(even paper is becoming a commodity). Texts are not b8Ing replaced. Most copyright dates
I saw were about 1965 '

The school day has been shortened from six to five periods with no study-halls, and
the number of electives has been reduced. Flelibility in scheduling and opportunities for
innovations are practically non-existent, except within the classroom. One positive out- ,

come has been the increase in available space, but more often than not this means un-used
and empty rooms.

Desegregation and other federal laws have created their share of problems for the day-
to-day operation of the schools, Last year, fourteen Hardy teachers were "displaced" to
other schools because of reduced enrollment and the need to make places for Incoming minor-
ity teachers. While the purpose of such a program is admirable, the impact on people's lives
is enormous. (For example, after teaching at Hardy High School for eight years, Miss Wain-
wright found out on September 5 that she will'be teaching a new subject at a school fifteen
miles from where she has been teaching.) Because of such impact, teachers and administrators
try hard to keep these "career reconstructions" at a minimum, regardless of the social causes
they might serve.

Although bussing has not been implemented in Urbanville, there is a strong movement for
admitting voluntary racial transfers and other forms of desegregation. Foul' years ago, the
mixing of Asian, black, and white steents did create some problems leading to a brief stu-
dent riot. But racial strife is not apparent now. Left over from more troubled times is a
security officer who seems to have little to do, twT human relations staff, several minority
clubs, and a host of problems for administrators, counselors, and teachers. Future integra-
tion plans (e.g., magnet schools) are likely to create even greater demands on the system.

Parents of Hard/ students have exp5essed considerable concern for public institutions.
The community -is demanding that organizations such as '..he medical profession, bureaucracies,
Jia d schools be responsible for providing their promised or expected services. Iwaddition,
arents are concerned about declining test, scores and the apparent inability of their chill

dren to spell, read, Write, and compute. These concerns and interests have led to greater
demands on teachers and administrators resulting in such things as management by objectives,
pe,rformance goals, and the publicatfbn of test scores by school building. The paper work
and red tape have increased exponentially as principals ask teachers for their statement of
yearly goals and central administration asks principals for their bufning toals.

r

Evaluation of teachers is increasing (with its attendant anxiety); district courses
such as "Positive Imhge Building and the Educator" are available for teachers. The poten-
tial value of these teacher evaluations, though, is uncertain. Evaluation creates anxiety
and tension, perhaps justified, perhaps not. It is seen by some teacherg as debilitating
rather than supportive. It's a nuisance to them and'its value in imprtving the act of teach-
ing and learning is unknown. Certainly these problems'take time and create pressures on
teachers, but perhaps the gain will be worth the cost.

IN Ismmom
0



Also having a far - reaching effect on the schools is the growing interest inilevil'op-
ing minimal competencies. Parent concern, desegregation,'and declining budgets all work
to make "basic skills" an attractime focus. This weates much support for language arts,
reading, and mathematics. There idecreasing interest in other subjects, including
science, because they are considered by some parenp not to be "basic."

. , Meanwhile, a positive force impinging on -the Hardy schools is the apparent shift in
the attituae of students toward schooling'. It is far from meeting most teachers' ideals,
but beater than the violent objeCti.calsdf a few years ago. The cause of OA change is
unknown, but the atmosphere--as reported by teachers--is improved from the turbulence olb
the late sixties on college campuses and in high schools.3 Peer pressure eb "drop out,'
reject traditional values, or rebel seems to have vanished. In spite of, or perhaps be-
cause of, the pressures sutrounding the classroom, one senses..a positive attitude about
learning among many students at Hardy school. This perception is not shared by all teach-
ers, however, as complaints about "poor attitude" are occasionally heard. The changing 1

attitude was not apparent at the junior high school, but did reappear again at the eleqp-'
tary schools. The result has been fewer discipline ptoblems than five years ago, and hared
goals seem to exist between student and teactifr in many classrooms.

What, then, has been the outcome of all these pressures? I think it can be'summarized
by stating three growing reactions. First, there has been-a-Fr increase in teacher militancy
as teachers seek to find protection from the factors that threaten their positions. Teacher
unions have become activist and the issue reached a peak this fall with the first strike in

. the district's,history. The teachers seem to have found4strength in the strikkxxperience.
More than one teacher reported the strike brought the teachers clovr toiether,
to increasing their salaries and future negotiating strength. -

Second, teaching appears to be less satisfying. There are more demaiids apid'fe*erlre-
wards. In my opinion, teaching always has been difficult. Recognition, of thiTdiffculty,
which I believe grows in part out of the difficulty in learning, helps to explain,many things
one observes in the schools. For example, teachers tend;to resist those things that make
their job more difficult and are attracted to those things that make it easier or more
effective. Resisiance to innovation, appeal of teaching bright students., need for discitline,
desire for tmaller classes, resistance to administrative requests for personal goals are all
expilained by considering teaching in this light. At the Hardy cluster, the eejection o4iwthe
ne4r but more difficult to teach science,curriculum materials, and thereversion to a
traditional text are manifestations of the phenomena." (Obviously, this conclusion is not

3
However, one teacher in reading this report wrote,."[There is] a greater emphasis on

jobs and competition--less on learning and idealism. Many of us did not find the 69-74 era
a threat--it was almost inspiring."

314
"Again, a teacher's reaction to my statement is enlightening. Someone wrote, "In biol-

ogy not a proper conclusion., BSCS was dropped, in part, due to lack of interest on'the part
of the student--the students did not ltka the green version (ot blue). It was boring. They
foul that the book had little to offer. As a result we kept the labs,, rewrote soil, added
many more--developed three levels of difficulty (three separate lab manuals) in an attempt
to increase student involvement. More students are now involvedstudent of diverse back-
grounds (LLD, and very bright, etc.) can all function in the same Class._ I don't think that
this was easier than using the NSF curriculum."

91
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shared by everyone. Neither is the di appointment with multiple texts, ,nor the annoyance
with progress report's, the absence of a t and music in the elementary classroom, and the
decline in the number of science classed. This hypothesis (teaching is tough, and gettiAg '

. tougher) also `explains the acceptability on the part of teachers of the "back to basics

movement," andlexplains why math-teachers so readily fall into a standard routine.. These
things 'all make the job of teaching easier.

Finally, I believe the \pressures on the school have created a situation where the sysl
tems responsible for providing the education of children have drawn inward and moved apart.
The attention-directing factors and the relevant variables at the institutional level (cen-
tral office/school board), the managerial level (principals), and the technical level
(teachers) have always been somewhat different and the situation seems to have worsened.
Teachers are responsible for the day-to-day operation of the classroom; principals serve as ,

linkages or buffers between the technical level and the central office, which is. concerned
with exchange with the environment, the community, and state and federal
offices.

Eaah of the systems now seems to be functioning as a self-c.ntained and separate entity.
Mutual support is minimal. When the systems do4nteract, ft4gates tension or problems.
The principal's staff spends hours developing an explaining komplicated tardy and `absence
forms. ,Five tardius equal one absence: Five absences equal one suspension' But the teach-
ers ignore this system. Although I saw the system explained-for two hours on two different '4

occasions by the assistant principal, not once did i see a student marked tardy, although
there were many in the thirty-three classes I was in at the start of the period. The inter-
est in tardiness at the, managerial level was not shared at the technical level.

The teachers look to the managers for support, and in return they receive demands for
"goals and objectives," reduced supplies budgets, fewer elective classes to teach (often'the
most interesting), int_reased class sizes and Ocaying textbooks. In spite of a very compe-
tent principal and because of situational constraints, the direct assistance provided to
teachers during my two months of field work was minimal. Most of the iritearactions involved
administrative requests rather than administrative giving. At the centrar.office level,
Otis lack of, or reduction in, support was very noticeable. The loss of mutual support'
among the technical, managerial, and institutional levels may be a problem to education in
Urbanville. In the face of external pressures, the three systems should be working together,
not drifting apart.

ANL,

In my opinion, the existence of these three reactions teacher mitiNtancy, tougher
teaching, and separate systems is important when planning for change. These reactions
together with the external factors /Ind tht immediate impacts describe the setting in which
the science education is occurring.

POTPOURRI

A number of observations and conclusions were not woven into the preceding story, yet
their existence is important in this case study. Time and space limitations do not permit
elaboration, but some of these items may help the reader to better understand this and other
school clusters. Caution is urged in generalizing these notes beyond the current site.

t
1. The percentage of girls enrolled in the science courses in the high

school is increasing. Students say this is due to encouragement from
counselors, parents, and siblings to expand the roles for women.

41,
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2. The.problems, issues, concerns, and needs are different for social 7
science, mathematics, and science.. They are also different for
-elementary, junior and Senior high schools.

3. Many elementary schools have "glow" teachers who become rs -

in various aspects of the curriculum. For. example, th re might
be the SGIS teachers, or the MACOS teacher, or one particularly
interested in math. Fifth and sixth grade male teachers seem to
fill these roles most qften.

4. As yet, the within-class activities have not been affected much by
the changes in th4 political and fiscal environment. It seems to be
just starting and no doubt will increase.

5. Hardy's experienced and able teachers found the National Science
Foundation Institutes very valuable for exchanging teaching ideas
'and maintaining currency with thar subject matter.

6. The high school football coach seemed to be an effective basic math
teacher.

7. Abilities and personalities of teachers vary considerably. However,
most I observed seemed quite effective.

8. Students and teachers seem to fulfill each other's expectations of
their respective roles in the classroom.

9'. Observations and testimony seem to confirm that secretaries in the
schools are overworked.

10.kper-student science equipment budget of $1.25 for sup.41ies and
quipment is perCeived by the staff as woefully inadequate.

dl. Parents and elementary teachers are opposed to the use or calculators
in math. They worry about not learning skills and becoming mentally
lazy.

EPILOGUE (

This report has p nted the results of a case study designed to portray science-
education in a school Wilted in a Jarge urban area. The names of the schools and the
facultY' have been changed to preserve anonymity. The purpose:of the case study was to a ply

-a new methodology to the problems of science education for the purposes of helping to i lum-
Inate desirable future directions.

4

a.
Tests, questiondaires, regression equations, and ANNOVA's,liA tool kit of most science

education researchers, are noticeably absent from this research study., But hopefully, great-
er understanding through description and analysis has occurred. The ultimate test of this
or any other approach will be decided by those charged with the responsibility of making
decisions concerning the future of science education. If this case study is found useful for
making decisidns or identifying areas for future study, then this methodolOgy would seem to
have a role in evaluation and science education research. The passage of time and the
experience of further study will help us decidethe value of that role.

1
9
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Meanwhile, I now leave the yellow brick building, trimmed in,white, with the school
mascot painted on the chimney. I thank the friends I 114ye made there for opening ,their
classes and hearts to me. I hope I have done them justice by telling their story
accurately.

\z,
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APPENDIX -"METHODOLOGY

In retrospect, it seems itiportant CO summarize tht field work methodclogy and to de- ,

0 scribe the sources of data PerhalPthis will help the interested reader in judging the
. Accuracy 'and pervasiveness of the conclusions of this study.

/. .

r

The data were obtained from six different sources: (1) semi-structured interviews
(typically one hour long) where notes were taken concurrently4, (0) in-class observations
using a class observation form; (3) school documents such as daily bulletins, enrollment ,
shets, and the school yearbook (a valuable way to learn teacher and student names); (4)
meetings I participated in or attended;' (5) inf9-fhial discussions in th h011, lunch room
or teaghers' lounge; (6) informal perceptions from just moving about kilding. The
data sources were of twoj,enekal types:_ semi-structured,.whIchlincluded interviews, cpss
observation', documents, and meetings; and unstructured,, which included discussions and per/
cepOions formed' from wathing and listening.

A

lilt

The traditional research criteria of validity and
\
reliability play a differe ole in

case studies. Case study results must be judged on such criteria as source critics , re-
cording accuracy, the relationship of the field worker to the unit under study, sampling,
and the scope of theta sources. .: .

.11012.

The specific sources within each of the six categories are listed below.

Interviews

Semi-structured interviews were held with about, fifty pedple during the eight weeks of
the field workThe main selection criteria were likelihood of posilsing needed informa-
tion, availability, and representativeness of Various groups: teachers, students, parents,
ete.

410,

r1/4

At the district level, I interviewed the science superVisor and staff in the Research.
Office. The principals of each of the six schools (high school, junior high and,four
elementary) were interviewed extensively as well as selected support staff: registrar,
counselors, and assistant princi0/17 The department chairmen for math, science, and social
studies at the junior and senior nigh Ahool and fifteen teipars provided the bulk of in-
formation during the field work, phase q- the study. In addition, six parents, eight students,
and two alumni were also very helpful in describing their impressions of the Hardy cluster of
schools.

ClAass ObservationsObservations

A total of thirty -the elementary and secondary classes were observed for one class
period and records made during the v sit. ,Duration of these observations was usually fifty-

'five minutes. In addition, drop-in o rvations (here defined as ten minutes or less) were.

26
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, made in twenty-three classes. These were unannounced visits made either by listening
through open doors or by walkirig in on laboratory experiments, student assignment time, or

the instructional resource center where many of the social studies classes were held. These
bilkf,observatiods were intended to check on points noted in a previous visit and to observe
classes in a more typical environment than one might expect during an announced class ob-
servation. (Parenthetically, it might be added here that very little difference was noted
in lesson plans, teacher activity, or student behavior for announced or unannounced class
visits.) All schools seemed fairly comfortable with the presence of observers. Probably
this is due to a number of. interns and/Student teachers found in these buildings.

, The summaxy of classes visited is\fouOd in Table I.

TABLE I

Class Visitation Summary

J
Hardy ,Field Work

-Sr. H.S. Jr. H.S. Elementary Total

Natural Science 12 6 4 22

Social Science. .7 4 3 14

9 6 5 20

28-- 16 12* 56*

*Two clasges In kindergarten snd first grade were quite general and clasllication is
based more on teachers' intentions than on actual activities. ,

I

The attention erected toward natural science (39% of the observations) is less than
lanned and reflects'in part the fewer science classes offered in secondary school and the

limited time devoted to science at the elementary level,

Documents

M ny Mcuments were perused to gain understanding of the field site. They are too
varieeand numerous to list completely but included such things as textbooks, tests, curric-
ulum guides,''couxse offerings lists, textbook loption guides, school files, daily bulletins,

it
school annuals, school newspaper, and the al city newspaper4. A teacher's box was assign-
ed to me for the two months of this study d 1,,Teceived copies of everything that went to
the teachers. In addition, specific information on the district was available from the
centre). office:

9 t*I
A./ g,
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Meet ings

Several meetings were attended where it appeared a better understanding of the school*
/might be gained. The field wqrk at the meetings was usually to_listen and watch and to re-

cord impressions. If the recording could not be done unobtrusively during the meeting, then
it was done immediately afterward.

Meetings attended included meetings of the total faculty, science, math and social
studies departments, instructional council, new teachers, parents, and students. About
half were convened as part of this study. The remainder were normal meetings of the groups
to which I was invited.

*The reader is reminded herd that "school" refers to the target secondary school as well as
the "feeder" elementary and junior high schools.

Discussions

)LAn unknown adult in a school building is noticed almost immediately by curious teach rs
("May I heliZyouln or students ("Who are you?"). Even custodians seem alert (anxious) to .4,

assume a hall monitoring role ("Are you looking for the office?"). This ,interest always'
seems strange to me, given the public nature of schools and my recent life on a university

ecampus. It is somewhat like entering a federal building in Washington during the bomb-scare
days of the sixties, or approaching the floor nurse in the obstetrics wing of a large hospital.

But this curious (helpful?) attitude does generate many opportunities for informal dis-
cussions. Field work in schools-is filled with brief personal interactions: in the hall,
lunch room teachers' lounge, and even the rest room. And while recording these incidents
is difficult, they occur with.such frequency that I have no doubt they contribute to the
wealth of information impingingmon.the field worker.

While I tried to use these instances as ways of uncovering "hidden truths" or discover-
ing new issues, they were for the most part kept at the level of "Are you a new substitute?"
"No, I'm here observing your science program!" Or, "How do you like the weather in Urban-
ville?" They did provide,a way to meet the teachers and become less of a threat in their
class and to substantiate a number of Oservations made in the school buildings. (Example:
"Miss Jones, the students in this school seem quite well-behaved:" "Yes, although I wish
they weren't so noisy in the hallways!")

My records show more than two dozen such contacts and there were probably twice this
many that had some input into my data-gathering instrument.

Perceptions

11Finally, a great deal of time was spent watching the actors in the school drama: students,
teachers, administrators, janitors, parents, and others. These actors created impressions

9QU
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as did the facilities, equipment, broken windows, clean floors, smoking,area, hall posters,
fac.ulty dress, student dress, -vice principal, minority students, football games, open house,
and Onch rooms. Tht totality of these visual and audio inputs cannot be quantified, but
my impYession is that they influence the field observer a great deal. Noticing the need
to,hit or shove peers in the junior high, or an un-monitored, yet orderly lunch room in a
senior high, cannot help but have a perceptual impact. It is the set of these received
impressions that seems an important part of the methodology of case studies.

As a validity check on perceptions and other data, other observers were brought into
the school for short periods and.the case study report was reviewed by the principal and
department heads. Nevertheless, whether or not others would'respond to and remember the
same stimuli Is uncertain. The wealth of sensual information may be the field worker's
greatest ally, but it may also be an enemy. A single dramatic event can have more influence
on one's senses th'an a dozen common urrences. The observer must guard against this
uniqueness phenomenon.

L'td
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GREATER SEATTLE SITE VISIT

To illustrate the use that this CSSE project made of site bisit teams, the team re-
port for the GREATER SEATTLE site is included next. The principal reasons for these visits
were:

a.' to confjrm principal observations reported in the case study by the field
observer

b. to assist in the development of "scenarios" for the national survey
questionnaire

c. to identify new issues in contemporary science teaching and learning

d. to assist the observer in making certain special observations, interviews
and interpretations

e. to further the coordinator's preparation for Writing the assimilation
chapters.

The site visits were conducted differently at different sites, partly because the needs
of the field observers varied and the needs of the project changed. This GREATER SEATTLE
visit was the first of the site visits.

The five reports are included in the informal form in which they were submitted.
(Coding and omissions of names were done to preserve anonymity.) Note might be made of
the difference in attention the individual visitor gave to pedagogy, subject matter, organ-
ikation;and the relationships of school activity to university-based activity.

REPORT\FROM THE SITE COORDINATOR

The first CSSE site visit was held in Greater Seattle November 1-3, 1976. Coordinator
Bob Stake arrived October 24 to make arrangAllents. Assigtance of the District Office was
sought but little was received; but on the other hand-,noobstacles were raised. The
principals of the three schools to be visited made arrangements for interviews in their
buildings.

Field observer Wayne Welch had been in the Hardy vicinity (high school, junior high,
and elementary schools) since early October. He had been well received and made it easy
for site visitors to do their work.. He did not participate fully in the visit but did
attend some sessions, particularly when the interviewees were people he would not have
time to see individually.

. .

This portion of the aeattle area has many of the characteristics of an older suburb.
Most people live in single-family dwellings - -with yards, gardens, and tre s well developed.
There are older business-linetrarterial streets and at least one relati ly new shopping "

area. Puget Sound and Lake Washington are not far.
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The staffat the three schools are highly experienced. Many dame here after serving
earlier years in other schools. Few were younger teachers. Many of the younger ones are
veterans of annual discharge and August rehiring. Budget limitations required an annual re-
duCtion in force (RIF ing), but some of them had to be brought back to get school going each
fall. A few teachers had been assigned to these schools, to improve the racial balance.
Budgets this year were nor as spare as the previous two years, but there were many references
to the shortage of funds for the schools.

The site visit team consisted of:

Arnold Arons, physicist, University of Washington
Jack Easley, mathematics educator, University of Illinois
Jennifer James, anthropologist, University of Washington
Howard Levine, evaluator, formerly of NSF, now at Berkeley, California,
Bob Stake, coordinator, educational psychologist, University of Illinois

Efforts to add a local school administrator and a parent to the team were unsuccessful.
Mr. Levine graciously agreed to join the team at the last minute so that the scheduled
interviews could be carried out. Arons, Easley and Stake met on Sunday evening to discuss
the schedule and aims. The other two joined the.party the following morning. ;Professor
Arons was unable to participate after Tuesday noon. All members wrote reportsSof their
observations and these are appended.

An "open session for students or teachers who might want to speak to the panel' on
Tuesday afternoon drew ho respondents. The team used the time to discuss its observations
and findings. Other sessions came off as scheduled.

Three sessions were 'held with teachers during their noon hour, a period of only 40.--
minutes. Althoughwe arranged a lunch for them; the time_went by much too quickly and these
were perhaps our least produc ive sessions. Throughout the visit we frequently found our-
selves in groups too larg and toward the end we found ways of splitting up for individual
interviews. The large oups permitted respondents to react to each other, but it limited
the time that any co d speak, and perhaps for some, limited the frankness with which they
would speak. Altho h team members wearied a bit of the descriptions of the programs in
those schools, and casionally felt the victims of puffery, for tha most part they found
the respondents c and anxious to help.

By and large, the school people, parents and students were pleased with the programs
of'course work in their schools. They considered most of the teachers competent and con-
scientious. They were favorably' impressed with administrative support at the building
level. They expressed reservations about, support from dIsteict offiCes--some of it con-
tradictory--such as wanting more directives from district offices as to what should be
taught, and at the same time believing the district officers have too little confidence in
what teachers could take care of by themselves.

There appeared to be a strong feeling of need for greater uniformity of what will be
covered in elementary courses, at least as a minimum accomplishment for "all" children.
They wanted more communication among teachers and administrators, both as to what should
happefr and as to what was happening. Many respondents indicated that the goals of instruc-
tion should be more fully specified. Few indicated that the digtrict faces the danger of
having its goals lowered in order to achieve a greater uniformity of results. Few teachers
expressed fear that they might be expected to teach lessons they were not capable of teach-,
ing or did not enjoy teaching, a possibility if a set of instructional objectives were to
be required by the district. A
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A number of teachers bemoaned the loss of public support for the sciences. Math
teachers seemed to see the support they wanted, but felt a need for materials and techniques
for teachin,plder kids the basic operations not learned earlier. Social studies teachers
did not feerlhat' there ever had been support for teaching social "science" in th6-pre-
college years, and were not particularly advocates of it themselves. When asked about the
difficulty of teaching sensitive or taboo topics, none of them indicated that they had
heard any trouble of that kind in these schools.

Enrollments in the various courses was dropping as total enrollment in these schools
droppedut not disproportionately. For graduation, a year of science was required, and
most students took biology. It was reputed to be easier, more fun, less involved in mathe-
matics, and less of a threat to the grade point average. Few people named this or any
other high school course as containing subject matter that an educatA person "just ought
to have." Students enrolled in science courses or did not, as if there was rather little
choice, once you decided whether or not.you might be going to college.

It was surprising perhaps that there was not more feeling about whether or not geometry
or physics were basic to an education--certainly there was lots of talk about basic educa-
tion. For the most part, people were very much in favor of the basics, and bx this, most
of them meant reading and arithmetic, and perhaps, writini.. They felt that these skills
were essential to any rudimentary understanding of the concepts of the various disciplines,
and seemed much more worried about the child who was not getting the basics than they were
about the child who was bored by an overattention to simple tasks.* Some teachers were
quick to add, to the definition of what is "basic,"-their favorite conceptualizations, such
as conservation of energy, or human need to communicate. They were seldom rebuffed by
others for "corrupting the movement"--but it was clear that more people wanted less teach-
ing of the concepts and more teaching of the facts.

4

There was very little attention to test score results as such. Most of the teachers
ex essed little interest in or confidence in such data other than to tell them what they
alr dy knew: They were certain that students by and large are not sufficiently accomplished
in t e elementary leargings in their subject matter and other areas of study, and that the
curr culum change should be mandated to improve that situation.

There was rather little interest in the question of how children as a whole, or
individual children, think. Teachers did not see it as important to their jobs to find the
unique obstacles, to learning that might be blocking an individdal learner. There seemed to
be a conviction that failing to learn was more a failure to mo iliza than a failure to fit

eas into old experience. It wasn't that a chil mar hing to a different drummer
t he wasn't paying attention or just, didn't h sens yet of what marching is.

They did not see teachers as needing help in creating something, but occasionally
needing help in dealing with the obStacles to learning: inadequate teaching materials,

unwilling learners, an unsupportive public: They saw "Staff Development" as capable of
being stimulative and providing a good opportunity for teachers to think about what they

*They seemed more concerned-that the recalcitrant learner would get in the way of
Class progress than that heJshe would end up uneducated. Emphasis on "basics" to some

was a way of re-establishing "tracking."

32
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are teachingbut not often dealing with the real problems of teaching. They felt surely
that they and all their co ,lleagues could provide first-rate education if you gave them

smaller classes, the text and demonstration materials they needed, and a decrease in, the
administrative obligations imposed on each classroom teacher.

The sit visit team came away with a surprisingly wiiform picture from teacheDs, stu-
dgnts, parents and administrators. They had their separate worries, to be sure. But they
saw themselves in a serious, not very exciting business; the business of education. They
saw themselves as pretty good businessmen, wishing that times would change for the better,
but confident that they could deliver on their promises and pretty well satisfied that
there is not really a better way to run the shop. a

0

?obert E. Stake

r.
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REPORT 42

1. I would have liked to have heard reactions to a somewhat more substantive scenario,
such as 1/6b, in preference 6 the looser ones that were used.

2. I was struck by the Categorical statements made by the high school girls we met,
concerning an altered social attitude toward girls in science. I do not take this as
meaning that the problem has been eliminated (I am sure one would find different atti-
tudes in other places and among other girls in the same school), but I found their explicit
statements profoundly encouraging and indicative of shifting attitudes.

3. I was disappointed by how frequently the conversation with teachers drifted into the
eternal old complaints that have been hashed over ad nauseum. I felt that team members
did very well to return the digcussioa po a more fruitful-track when it did drift, but
it was clearly difficult tolceep it substantive.

4P

4. NSF,'in its current guidelines, 'is putting tremendous emphasis on evalUation within

projects. (I realize this is being done under the congressional whip.) The more I look
back over the past 20 years, however, the more I am led to question the importance of
evaluations conducted during and immediately after he project and the more I become
interested- in evaluations conducted in subsequent yg'Ars, after the 4Lnitial novelty has

been worn off. Are the results of the project still viable and in use? Has the entire

thing softly and silently vanished away? If so, why? Did the project results influence

other (e.g. commercial, operations? If so, how and to what extent? I suggest that NSF

bel'urged to undertake some examinations of this kind rather than confining evaluations to
recent events in which the so-called "Hawthorne Effect" is still likely to be a seriously

4 confounding factor.

5. I noted that the teachers we talked with (particularly in the elementary and junior
high) seemed not at all sensitive to the fact that competent and effective implementation
of the better inquiry-oriented science and social science curricula might have the poten-
tial of significantly upgrading both the language skills (reading facility and reading
comprehension as well as speaking facility) and arithmetical skills of the children.
Teachers who have developed some genuine competence in the handling of such materials are,
In my, experience, far more sensitive to the impact of such curricula on the basic skills
of the children, and they are then more ready to regard science and social science as
having a place in the "back to basics" formula.

6. I note that we did not flush out any evidence of external pressure against the read-
:ing and discussion of "controversial" subjects. My guess is.that this results from a cm-

/ bination of two effects: the choice of materials in the schools was relatively conservative;

the community does not seem to have a self-reinforcing nucleus of vocal rightists. (In

another area nearby there was a sizable uproar last ybar about the MACOS course at about ".

the same time Congressman Conlan was objecting to it in Vashington.

7. My own personal-recommendation to NSF for the future: much less emphasis on new

curricula and a major push in two directions: (1) increase the competence and security
of presently active teachers in handling the improved curricular materials that now exist
(quicky work -shops and vague discussions of "philosophy" of the program will not do; they

must develop command of the subject matter): (2) improve what is going on in the universi-

ties so that newly graduated teachers are in command of the substantive content of the new-
currimaa and are not in need of remediation at the instant they graduate. (N.B. Both

activiti6s require serious implementation of the best current knowledge concerning
psychology of learning and/theory of intellectual development.)

Arnold B. Arons

4
A
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REPORT #3

Int)oduction

a

This site visit report is divided into two major sections. The first section con-
tains eight numbered paragraphs. Each paragraph begins with a finding which, based upon
my observations at the site, I believe has a high probability of being true. Using these
fihdings as premises, I.inferentially develop the remainder of the paragraph drawing con-
clusions about which I feel less certain. Finally, where appropriate, I conclude each
paragraph with evaluative judgments or recommendations.

The second section presents a more holistic and integrated view of science education
at the site. Rather than repeating the findings from part I, I try to'describe science

(\
education within the context in which it is found. This is a more general task and leads'
me to make statements which are more evaluative than descriptive. Taken together, I believe
the two parts provide an accurate representation of the site.

4

aix
Part I: Findings

-.....- 1. Thege is absolutely no articulation between the three major grade un is (K-6,7-9,
10-12) and very little articulation between classes within a unit. TWe major xceptiOn is*.
K-6 math which uses a fairly new district wide progry. It has a significant ount of
structure and standardized testing. Given the difficulties surrounding art ulation, this
finding is not really surprising. What is a bit surprising is the strong desire expressed
by teachers at all levels for articulation. This,,especially in the absence of any actions
taken to more fully articulate the vaMous programs,.

.

Various hypotheses (neithA mutually exclusive nor jointly exhaustive) can be postu-
lated in an attempt to explain this desire: (1) teachers would like to know what they can

tlegitimately expect from students entering their classes; (2) teachers have a g t sense
of the ad hoc, a feeling that maybe they're not teaching4the right material, an security--
they need, some kind of curricular floor to act as a psychic net; (3) the constant reshuf-
fling of teachers given fiscal cutbacks makes the job of teaching that much tougher and
this constant new exposure to new environments could be softened if there were district-
wide (one teacher even advocated natioilwide) standards.

I believe that given the individual nature of education (students, teachers, commun-
ities) it is better to err on the side of less articulation than to farce individuals into
a prescribed structure. Therefore, I am not particularly worried about what the faculty
perceives as a lack of articulation, especially since it is occurring where it is most
needed (K-6 math). The problem is important only to the extent that it is.a psychic
burden on'the faculty, Nevertheless, I do'believe that there should be more communication
between teachers of the three basic units as well as inter and intra departmentally.

I

ft

1>
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2. The treatment ofscience on the K-6 level is really nothing more than show and
tell. This school district has had monetary cutbacks which have shortened the school day.
Most of this day is spent wen reading; writing, spelling, and arithmetic. Although the
students really enjoy science, it can only be fitted in two or three times a week. There
is no money for prepackaged materials so the teacher's preparation time for scan is

greatly increased which correspondingly diminishes the variety of lessons ava le. The
teachers endorse a sequenced approach to science similar to the math progra

I believe that the above described program is presenting the absolute minimum (if that),
amount of science that is acceptable. Aside from the obvious problems of time and money,
I feel the whole effort is suffering from a lack of rationale. Why tgach.science to
children? What should we expect a third-grade child to know about science?

3. The district-wide, teaching of science is being squeezed between a perceived need
for both the basics and vocational education. Science is being depreciated. Almo0E every-
one I spoke with thought that the basics (3es) came first and that science was not
included in the basics. The elementary school teachers even noted that a survey of-parents
was conducted and that the basics were overwhelmingly rated as the number one priority.
On the high school level getting a j& is a high priority. -The most direct route to this
end is vocational education. Science is not perceived as ,resulting in cashable skills
except if one is to be a professional scientist. This, of 'purse, leads to an elitist
view of science.

In the jargon of the 60s, science is not being perceived by, the students as relevant. ,

One solution being tried in this district is the offering of diectly relevant courses
(e.g., plant indentification, horticulture). But this misses the point. If science is
ever to move from an elitist position, we must demonstrate how science affects our lives
across many dimensions (e.g., public policy, factually, methodologically, and conceptually).

4. While the science department is not destitute for funds, its monetary resoprces
continue to be cut back. The department has no budget for equipment. Its.expendaWle
supplies budget was cut last year by 25%. Cojrses previously offered have been dropped and
one biology teacher says that she does not have enOugh books to go around. DeApite all

this, the program is generally strong. The query I want to rate is this, at what point
do, the cutbacks result in a qualit e loss in the program? ilternatively, how much addi-
tional money would be needed to sig ficantly raise the quality of the program?

. 5. Everyone agreed that the mo important parts of the learning equation are the
teacher and student. The curricula m terials are secondary. What seems most important
is attitude.% Students didn't talk abo t how much or little their teachers know. They

talked about how teachers related to s udents. Faculty didn't talk about IQ points or
student's ability, they talked about s udent attitude and desire to learn. On this latter

point the faculty were generally deris ve. There was a feeling that students didn't care

as much about learning as in the past nd this was attributed to outside interest's, more
students holding jobs, and a general decline in discipline. The only comment about cur-
ricula was that the core curricula were fine but that enrichment courses relating science
directly to the world would be useful. The only exception to this is the basic math
course which seems to be in need of total revision.

41k,

6. The average age of thy faculty continues to rise and no new teachers (those enter-
directly from college) are added to the faculty. This same problem is happening on

university campuses with the same effects: (1) how can you keep teachers knowledgeable
about current trends in both subject matter and learning theory?; (2) how can you keep

teachers revitalized?; (3) older faculty are most resist nt to shange. An example of this

last point is resistance to the hand-held calculator: The teachers in the primary grades
could not even conceive of allowing hand held calculators in their class rooms.

7. The number oft women in the high school science and math classes is about 50%. This

figute is only meaningful when viewed, from the perspective of a trend. However, in absolute

terms, I would think that the 50% figure is quite desirable. No one I spoke with seemed to
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7

have a simple explanation of this but the role of the counselor was played down. The

46 students didn't think the counselors wepe' of much help in anyt4ing. The best explanation
seems to be the general societal trend 1-1(i the belief that women can now find jobs in

-00°
ence.

.4

8. There is a great difference between the student's perceptions of classes in
mathematics and those in science. A general comment about math classes were that they
were dull. Science was perceived as being more fun although the point made in #3 about
relevatLe should note overlooked. I got the impression many students looked forward to
science (at least biology nd the electives) but no one seemed to look forward to math.

%la,This relates to the point ma in #5 regarding the importance of teachers. The math
teachers seemed dull to me. One gets the impression its just a job and they would rather
be somewhere else. The science teachers here are a much more lively bunch who seem gen-
uinely involved in their work and spend a lot of extra hours at it.

Must math be dull? Of course not, but one must admit that the science teacher h s
an easier subject to enliven. How can such a stodgy department be rejuvenated, given the
hiring problems?

Part II: Summary

Looking back over my eight findings, I discover that they are almost all essentially
negative. This should not be surprising given the negative epistemology of us evaluators.
The most important'point, however, is that this is a good science program--not great, but
good. The teachers are competent and, for the most part, interested. The students are not
in need of material well being. There is a good supply of equipment. The courses are
current and there is a good selection.

The findings I discuss could probably be made about the-English department or art
department. They are not problems inherent in science eddcatiop. They aze problems inher-
ent in all of education. I don't believe that this was always the case. Twenty years ago
the NSF made a convincing case that science education was lacking both good curricular
materials and knowledgeable teachers. Due in large part to its efforts, the problems
have been greatly ameliorated. 4

This is not to say that there aren't any problems unique to science education. For
example: intelligent use of the hand held calculator, the higher costs associated with
lab related sciences, the dual mission of teaching for both a scientifically literate
population and training future scientists, and the potential problems of value laden subject
matter in the social sciences. BUt I believe that these problems are neither of the-1nag-
nitude of those expressed in the findings nor are they amenable to federal solutions. If

one were to ask if there were still a role for the NSF in science education the answer would
have to be-- No, not at this site.

940

Howard Levine
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REPORT #4

Regarding Site Visit Purposes

1.\New issues in science educatCon.

1 .

The basic issues affecting science curriculum a; this site were administrative and
economic. The teachers were faced with changes in curriculum requirements that directly
affected science offerings yet seemed to have very little input in decision-mgking pro-
cedures on a district level. The science requirements throughout the district had been
reduced, ostensibly, as a reflection of a school board philosophy allowing students to
choOse their own classes (especially at the high school level).

There also seemed to be an increasing, concern on the part of parents and students
with the vocational value of science. Upper-level mathematics, chemistry, physics, etc.
were not viewed as directly related to job skills.

Diftrict and community priorities have shifted away from science and toward social
problems over the last ten years. This is, in part, a reflection of the question of the
transfer (through bussing) of minority students and staff.

An effect of transfers is an increased number of "slower" students. They do not fare
well in regular classes. Special programs for these students in science are very limited.
Science very quickly becomes a subject for the site student and is feared b thers.

,,-----/- 1

t
:, Another administYative problem is economic. Teachers erg' laid off and/or ransferred

depending on le1;57 successes. The result is reduced staff and unstable programs that must
be reorganized constantly. T ie is noticeable resentment on the part of some minority
teachers and some older teach who have been reassigned new subjects.

'.... 0

2. Field observatdons.

Comments will be withheld until review of case study draft.

3. Refine the scenarios.

In my opinion the sceuariol are too limited in their focus. They do not inspire much

discussion because they ire simplistic. For example Scenario C; which was used in all

threeof my sessions (bad luck, I guess) is very limited. Scenario 3 is much better. I

think the scenarios should no00 be rewritten to Is,corporate the problems cited by the

teachers: 1) educational priorities, 2) curriculum requirements, 3) money for textbooks,
4) unstable staff4ng, and 5) vocational interests. I feel open discussion around these
issues would be more successful than tkke more stilted discussion resulting from fixed

scenarios.

4

F
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CSSE Project QuestiOns

1. What is the status,of precollege science teaching?

ver the last ten years there has been a definite dfop in the importance of science
courses p marily upper-level mathematics, chemistry, physics, etc-, rather than social
science). This is reflected in the priotities of the community, parents, students, and in
the curriculum requiremen set by the school board.

The result is less mone for books and equipment, less enrollment, and less staff.
New courses tend to appeal t creative interest (horticulture, edible plants, oceanography)
rather than academic science (physics, chemistry, calculus). This is also a reflection of
the shift away from precollege towards preoccupation priorities.

At-the same time there has been an increase in interest in social science courses,
particularly those that deal with cultural and social problems. This may also be a
reflection of the changes in HEW guidelines.

The change in priorities is illustrated not only by the school district's actions
but also by the fact that the district science adviser appears to have no significant
iyact on Curriculum development.

2. Conceptualizations of science held by teachers and learners.
vo.

There is a split here between the practical and the abstract. Traditional (older)
teachers maintain a basics approach, teaching concepts with minimal concern rot. content,
although aware of the importance of teaching methods. Newer teachers show an interest in
"creative science," especially in areas in which they have particular training or interest.
None of the teac ers is happy with the current priorities limiting science,snd more than
one noted "wt..p d an ther Sputnik." All of the teachers made a concerted effort to continue
their education and edged up to date in both content and methods.

3. What happenings in school and community are affecting the science curriculum?

As noted before, the social upheavals of the sixties have clearly replaced the science
war of the fifties. The commuqt-Seems more concerned with social relations and personal
security (economic and psycholdgical) than the advancement of science. The priority is
not to beat the Soviet Union in technology but instead to...survive as a viable society.

Jennifer James
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REPORT 115

Science is perceived differently in its 3-4 brapces.
attempt at a pupil-related program. Special courses for
been replaced by a system of 3 levels of lab guides, whit
Biology 1 and 2. The level is chosen by the student but
basis of a BSCS general test. Horticulture is available
plus environmental sciences.

In biology, there is a serious
f ted and slow learners lave
guide the student through

recommendatiOns are made on the
through the vocational department

In chemistry and physics there is much less choice: A standard curriculum of general
organic chemistry is accompa ied by a standard Physicg course. The limited perceptions of
flexibility and applicabilit in chemistry and physics is obvious.

In athematics, there are essentially two tracks. Algebra, geometry, trigonometry,
coordinate geometry, and calculus constitute the academic track, and general mathematics
courses provide practical computation training for the non-cealege bound students. .

In the social sciences, however, there is much lesNi.iakeditn between different
tracks and also a fairly wide variety: civip, history, psychology and sociology.

Methodologically, the GREATER SEATTLE site visit raised some intereeTing problems:

1. TOR44tKree scientists each were accustomed to a certain style of social Aence
(James - ethnographic participant observations, interviews, etc.; Aron§ - cognitive inter-
viewg;'-and Levine - evaluation strategies). While this is atypical, other...sites may
experience a similar conflict between preferred methodologies of site visitors and the
expected style JO the site visit.

While coverage was a goal, efficiency of the work in terms of utilizationtif
observers was not optimum because% primarily, of the difficulty of finding time for
teachers and others to be interviewed. Wednesday was the worst day, because time scheduled
for writing reports-was not so used. No one wanted to write before completing their
sessions. The talk on Tuesday, waiting for any visitors who might have come, was valuable
as consultation, but might have been planned as such with an agenda.

It was difficult to evaluate or revise the scenarios Used in interviews because
so little reference was mitdeo them. What there was was.extremely general. No site
visitors suggested they were useless
might function in a mail survey.

as stimuli -- however, it was far from clear how they

4. In the initial meeting with the field obser*q.nr an impression of a rather put -
standing science department was conveyed. Howeven, by the end, the tendency was t6 limit
that rating to the well-developed extra set of options in environmental science. The s
developed multi-level biology workbook seemed to provoke a rot more textbook searching tte"
it did observation ofvlanaria in the one lab

Possibly,
that was visited. Students were

docile; there was no great show of interest. Possibly, there are other more outstanding
features, which were not seen by the site visitors. To the extent that quality breeds
contentment, these seemed to be an impregsfbn conveyed by the observer. Money for supplies

'was clearly one issue. Were there any others?

A.
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I think NSF could help with the support of science courses that would relate to

students, e.g., materials science, more interesting mathematics, ethnography of Western
Societies; how history of art, technology, law enforcement, family life, music, and science
relate; war and peace and their causes. Histor' of the Northwest, Southwest, Southeast,
Northeast sections of the country; how to read a newspaper, etc. But I am dubious about
the value of textbooks. Because of the budget crunch they're mostly used as references.
Pamphlets and lab materials would be valuable, if cheaply produced, or bound in plastics
for longer survival. Handbooks of reference material could be useful, even encyclopedias
of science topics at a high-school level, e.g.', Science Yearbook published by World Book.
Perhaps all that's needed is a cumulative index to their volumes. (The science establish-
ment is'otherwise very little in evidence.) Science appreciation and math appreciation
courses are needed for teachers and "turned-off" pupils.

A

csed1114-

John A. Easley, Jr.
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